Rafting the Amazon (Classic Adventure)

From their rise in the high Andes of Peru, the two sister rivers, Urubamba and Apurimac, join
to form the Amazon, the worlds largest and most powerful river, crossing an entire continent
in search of the sea. This book traces Francois Odendaals three expeditions to raft this
extraordinary river. It is a story of adventure, courage and personal experience, as well as a
geographical, environmental and historical celebration of the continent of South America.
Choosing the Urubamba as the most probable source of the Amazon, high in the Peruvian
Andes, Odendaal and a carefully selected team of would-be conquerors carried out their first
expedition in 1981. It began with the conquest of the Quelcayo Glacier and ended at Ucayali,
after a series of hardships and misadventures which left Odendaal with a realization of the size
of his task. The second, in 1985, set out to run the Apurimac from its source and ended, after
100 days of gruelling travel, at Atalaya, where Odendaal, a South African, was defeated not by
the Amazon but by bureaucracy, as Brazil refused to renew his visa. Returning to Atalaya to
continue the journey as an American resident, he had to complete the remaining 3500 miles in
the two months granted to him. Using balsa raft, local river boats and a sailing boat convinced
him that his three journeys were less about conquering the Amazon than about learning to
understand it. The journeys are featured in the 1992 BBC1 television series, Classic
Adventure.
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areas of the Amazon rain forest and the best jungle river for rafting in Peru. the Amazon tours,
these are designed for the true adventurous and take place in . The Sacred Waterfalls rafting
trip is for experienced rafters. Our adventure begins with a scenic jungle drive from Quito to
Macas, a small town in the southern. River rafting and kayaking tours in the Amazon, whether
you are an adventure traveler or just looking for an amazing scenery experience, you will
enjoy. Explore the most diverse reserve in the world, Madidi National Park in the Pristine
Amazon Rainforest of Bolivia by a jungle rafting with the local experts in river.
Extreme Classics: National Geographic's Greatest Adventure Books of All .. to attempt the
canoe/kayak/raft the Amazon River from it's source to the Ocean. This world-class Amazon
rafting adventure takes you down two of Ecuador's very best one-day whitewater runs. The
Jatunyacu is a classic.
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for anyone who like. If you grab the book right now, you will be get a book, because, we dont
know when this pdf can be ready on akaiho.com. I suggest visitor if you like this pdf you
should buy the legal file of the book for support the owner.
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